Abstract. I n this paper we present a new evolutionary framework for 3-SAT. This method can be divided into three stages, where each stage is an evolutionary algorithm. Thc first stage improves the quality of the initial population. The second stage improves tlie speed of the algorithm periodically generating new solutions. Tlic 3rd stage is a hybrid evolutioiiary algorithm, which improves the solutions with a local search. Tlic key points of our algorithm are the evolutionary framework and the mutation operation that form a concatenated, complex neighborhood structure, ,.a variable neighborhood descent". We tested our algorithm on so me benchmark p ro b Icms . Coni paring the results with other heuristic methods, we can concludc that our algorithm belongs to tlie best mc1hods of this problem scope.
Introduction
A Boolean satistiability problem (SAT) involves a Boolean formula F consisting of a set of Boolean variablcs xl, x2. .. , J,!. The formula F is in conjunctive normal form and it is a coiijunction of iii clauses c l , c2. _ _ . . c,,,. Each clnusc c, is a disjunction of one or more literals. whcrc a literal is a variable .I-, or its negation. A formula F is satisfiable if thcrc is a truth assignment to its variables satisfying every clause of the formula, otheiwise the formula is unsatistiable. The goal is to determine a variable x assigninent satisfying all clauses.
The class k-SAT contains all SAT instances where each clause contains cxactly k distinct literals. While 2-SAT is solvable in polynomial time, k-SAT is NP-complctc for k23 [8] . The SATs have many practical applications (e.g. in planning, in circuit design. in spin-glass model. in molecular biology [(,I, [4] , [I I]) and especially many applications and research on the 3-SAT is rcported. Many exact and heuristic algorithms have bccn introduced.
Exuct algorithms are able to determine if a problem is satisfiable or unsatisfiable, but they have an cxponcntial worst-case complexity. Such algorithms are e.g. the splitting algorithms, that reduces the problcm for the input fonnula F to the problem for polynomial many formulas F,, F2, ..., F1,, make a recursive call for each or one of F,'s (detailed in [ 5 ] )
Heuristic algot.ithtm can find the solutions quickly, but they arc not guaranteed to give a definite answer to all problems. The two most coiiiinon heuristics are tlie stochastic local search (SLS) and evolutionary algorithm (EAs). The generic procedure of an SLS algorithm for SAT initializes tlie search at some truth assignment and then iteratively flips some variables truth value. where the sclcction of the variables dcpcnds on the input formula and the current assignment. If after a given maximum of tlips no solution is found, tlie algorithm restarts (eventually inore than once) and tries to find a solution. The main difference between SLS algorithm-variants for SAT is tlie implemcntation of the selection of the variable to bc flipped. The most known SLS algorithm families are the GSAT [I71 and the WalkSAT [16] . Their known variants are for example the GSAT versions. namely tlie GWSAT. GSAT/TABU and the HSAT -or the WalkSAT versions, namely WalkSAT/TABU, Novelty, RNovelty (detailed in [ 121).
The EAs and its variants (e.g. genetic algorithm (CA)) have successful applications, too. However, only those algorithm have good results that consider the characteristics of the SAT problcm, and apply additional techniques. These techniques . include adaptive fitness functions, problem-specific mutation opcrators and/or local optimization procedures (as hybrid EA) [IO] . So for example the SAWEA [I], the RFEA and its versions RFEA2, RFEA2+ arc based on adaptive fitness functions [9] and use problem-specific mutation operators. The FlipCA [ I31 and ASAP [ 151 use the MAXSAT fitness function and a local search procedure (The MAXSAT fitness value is equivalent to the number of satisfied clauses).
In this paper, we present a new heuristic method to solve the 3-SAT. This heuristic is an EA framework (EF) that consists of 3 consequent phases to reach the convergence quickly. Each phase is an EA using concatenated, complex neighborhood structures for the mutations The complex neighborhood structure is the variable neighborhood descent (VDN) [ 141, which enables us to concatenate varying, different neighborhoods. The efficacy of the method was studied on 3-SAT benchmarks: problems of 20 -100 dimensions were all successfully solved. Comparing thc results to those of a few EAs or SLS algorithms, we can state, that the results of our ncw method are similar or better.
In section 2, we describe the EF in general, and rcport the implementation details of our EAs. In Scction 3 , we present the new algorithm, and in Section 4 we demonstrate our computational experience. and we compare our results with other heuristic's results. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
The evolutionary framework.
Hybrid EAs are frequently used for solving combinatorial problems. These methods improve the quality of the descendant solution for example by the application of a local search procedure, SA, or TS. The constitution of these systems corresponds to an extension of an EA: for instance a local scarch procedure is applied at every step of the EA cycle.
In two previous works of us we also developed algorithms using hybrid EAs, one for solving the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) and one for the single machine total weighted tardiness-scheduling problem (SMTWTP) [3] , 121. We applied thc same EF in both cases that u e want to use in solving the 3-SAT now.
Unlike former hybrid EAs based on a single stage, our EF uses a 3-stage algorithm structure 111 order to speed up convergence and to produce highcr quality results. The first stage is a quick "prcparatory" stage that is designated to improve the quality of the initial population. The second "quick search" stage is usually a hybrid EA that continuously enlarges the population while searching. The size of the population is extended in order to speed up the convergence. Finally, the third stage, the "slow search" is a hybrid EA that continues the search for better solutions leaving the size of the population constant.
Therefore the EF comprises three steady-state EAs. Let us discuss the 3 EAs (stages) in more detail: 1. The first stage EF forms some solutions at random and then tries to improve them by randomly generated descendents. The descendant may replace the most similar one of the former solutions. In the second stage the algorithm uses a VDN structure as mutation. The quality of the solutions is improved with a local search procedure. In selecting the parents (solutions), priority is given to the best, highest objective/fitness function value: the algorithm selects the fittest solution with 0.5 probability and an other solution with 0.Yt probability (where t is the number of the solutions). At certain tasks this neighborhood structure is not always enough for the complete run: the algorithm might "stuck" at one of the local optima. To help the solution the algorithm generates new solutions. A new solution is generated randomly from an already existing one and the new variants can improve the capability and the speed of the algorithm to find the global optimum. Thus, in the second phase new solutions are periodically generated in the neighborhood of the existing ones until a maximum number of solutions are completed. 3. In the third stage the solutions are further improved by the local search procedures employed in the second stage. Meanwhile it generates ncw solutions, which are to replace the weakest solutions. Solutions with the smallest objective function values are considered to be the weakest ones and a given percentage of them will be periodically deleted.
2.
In case of the QAP and the SMTWTP we took the specialties of problems into consideration, so we used different recombination, mutation (neighborhood structure) operations, and different parameter values (e.g. population size).
To solve the 3-SAT we adapted the operations of the EF to the problem, too. So we decided for bit string representation, where each variable is associated to one bit. We used the MAXSAT fitness function, three different recombination operations, and a VDN structure as mutation. The rccombination operation was discrete or single-point recombination with the probability of 0.8, or otherwise simple copy- Thcrcfore, the hamming distance #(x, Y 3= 1.
The local search that examines the I-opt neighborhood for the 3-SAT is called the l-optlocal-search. This search sequentially flips all variables that can improve the solution. The search is rerun until it is possible to improve the quality of the solution.
Finally, we added a check to the EF. In order to keep the diversity of thc population we select only the best of the solutions close to cach other, the other ones arc deleted ( x and x ' arc close to cach other if the #(,u,x 7 is less than a predefined value, e.g. ni4). This filtering speeds up the convergence, too.
The new algorithm constructed this way, named EF-3SAT (Evolutionary Framework for the 3-SAT) may be used both for sinall and medium scale 3-SATs. Its structure and function arc different from the former methods used to solve the 3-SAT, as it uses the EF structure, and it applies a special VDN transformation for the mutations.
The new algorithm
Let us introduce the following notations: Let as denote the 3 stages as EA1, EA2 and EA3.
Let the population of the itth generation be denoted by P(it), and let x/, x2, ..., x, be the individuals of the P(it) population. tmax -the maximal size of the population. it -the number of the iterations, glob -index 
Computational experience Test pi-ohlenis
We have tested the EF-3SAT with a benchmark set. This set consists of random 3-SAT instanc,es and it is available on the Internet The benchmark set has 3 parts (suite 1, 2 and 3). In suite 1 there are 3-3 instances, in suite 2 50-50 instances and in suite 3 100-100 instances per problem size. This collection of benchmark set was used in the publications of e.g. [9] , [IO] ).
Pururneter selection
To achieve a quick and accurate solution we need appropriate parameter values. Studying problems of suite 1 of the benchinark set we have analyzed how the parameter values were affccting the convcrgencc and the finding of the global optirnum. In this analysis we can make use of the experiences of solving the QAP and the SMTWTP. Although the parameter values became very different, the analysis leading to them was very similar.
Summarizing the results of the analysis we found thc following parameter values appropriatc:
the size of the population may be the same for all the problems (n<100) and Comparing the SR values we can conclude, that the EF-3SAT solves the problems of 20-60 dimensions successfully, likc other algorithms. Considering the problems of 75-80-100 dimensions we already experience bigger differences. As we increase the nunlbcr of dimcnsions the results of the EF-3SAT are getting superior. This tendency is only broken by the problems of suite 1 of 100 dimensions, where our algorithm yields less good solutions -their quality is equally good as those of tlic WSAT. In case of tlie 100 dimension problems of suite 2 and suite 3 it is dctinitcly the EF-3SAT that solves thcin most successfully. Analyzing the AFS valucs we can state that the EF-3SAT is not among the quickest algorithms. Tlic AFS values of different algorithnis vary substantially, and the values of the EF-3SAT arc among tlic mcdiuni We can conclude that our algorithm is similarly successful in solving individual problems as other algorithms. I t reaches its best results by sonic problems of 100 dimcnsions, which results are by contrast mucli better than the oncs of other algorithn~s, So we can statc that our algorithm is among the best proposed heuristic algorithms for the addressed problem. oncs.
Summary
I n this paper we presented a n c w heuristic algorithm, named EF-3SAT for solving the 3-SAT problem. The structure of the ncw algorithm is an evolutionary fraincwork consisting of 3 stages, which structure wc Iiavc already successfully applied in the solving of other combinatorial problcms. For the solulion of 3-SAT we introduced problem-specific operators and a local scarch procedure. So we use a complcx neighborhood structure for the mutations, where we can concatenate different neighborhoods.
Wc can conclude that the EF-3SAT was successfully tested with diffcrcnt kinds of 3-SAT. Comparing the results with other heuristic methods (EAs, SLS), we can conclude that the EF-3SAT belongs to the best methods of this problem scope.
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